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To illustrate the capabilities of DO Engineering, we hereby give some short examples of projects we
have done in the past. We truly are a one-stop-shop for when it comes to your engineering needs,
so challenge us, we are up to the task!
Project 3rd seat Scania
At request of and in cooperation with Scania Netherlands BV, DO Engineering has developed a 3rd
seat for the cabins of Scania trucks. The project was initiated on behalf of a customer who uses
Scania garbage trucks.
These trucks are normally manned by 3 people: 1 chauffeur and 2 collectors on the back of the
truck who collect and empty the garbage cans. When the truck drives short distances on low speed
roads, the 2 collectors usually stand on the back of the truck. But when the distances are larger and
the speeds higher, they (by law) have to go inside the cabin. Often there are no 3 seats available in
the cabin, so 1 person needs to sit on the engine tunnel between the 2 normal seats. Other
solutions are also common such as a 2-person bench or a simple seat (with only very basic
certification). These simple seats mounted on the engine tunnel give inadequate height for a normal
person to sit (head stuck against the roof). Most of these “solutions” are also not adequate tested
and therefore not approved by the RDW (Dutch vehicle certification agency) and also not listed on
the vehicle registration. This leads to dangerous situations where seat solutions by aftermarket
suppliers (that only have TUV certification) ended up causing serious injuries and even fatalities
when the trucks where involved in accidents. This is the direct cause for Scania Netherlands to start
looking for a safe and fully certified solution and where DO engineering was hired to do the job.
The assignment therefore was: develop a 3rd seat which has enough headspace for an average
person (using standard parts as much as possible), perform stress simulations to prove the design,
make a prototype, arrange the testing and approval procedures by the RDW and create a step-bystep manual for placing/fixing the 3th seat in the truck.
After examining the actual situation and using the available drawings and models, DO Engineering
designed and developed a 3D model of the 3rd seat and (digitally) mounted it in the cabin. After
studying the guidelines and regulations of the RDW, test were performed in FEM, after which
optimization of the model (for a high finish level, strength, ergonomics and comfort for the
passenger) followed.
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Complete 3D FEM analyses of the 3rd seat frame design including a part of the engine tunnel

The base of the 3rd seat is a specially designed frame (with very low height) which is mounted on
the engine tunnel, dispersing the forces and tensions which occur in normal use or, in case of a
collision, the high loads applied to the seat and underlining constructions. Because the design is
extremely low, it now allows persons of over 1.90m long to sit comfortably.

Overview of the frame, components and construction of the 3rd seat frame

On this frame, original Scania parts are assembled. This means: original bottom and back of a
Scania seat (selectable in all available materials), original safety belt and original caps. This way the
3rd seat option blends in perfectly with the original layout of the Scania cabins without altering a lot
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of components. This gives the high finish level desired by Scania as opposed to the lower finish
level of the aftermarket solutions.
While determining mounting and finishing the design details of the prototype, DO Engineering also
designed a cut/drill template that allowed the Scania mechanics to quickly and accurately drill the
mounting holes in the engine tunnel. The template also doubles for the cutting of the floor panels
and linings to give easy and perfect fitting of the 3rd seat in the Scania cab. A complete step-by-step
manual for the fitting of the 3rd seat completed the package. This would allow every Scania
mechanic to install the 3rd seat, safely, easily and in as little time possible. Because of the high finish
level of the design, the 3rd seat is both a factory as well as an aftersales option for Scania trucks

Picture from the manual and drill/cut template of the 3rd seat frame

The following step was making a prototype for fitting and for testing procedures by the RDW (Dutch
vehicle certification agency). The RDW approval (which is much heavier and more strict then other
approval options) ensures that the construction is absolutely safe, is compliant with all European
rules and regulations and can therefore be used in all European countries without any additional
tests or approval needed. RDW employees visited the Scania facility for the approval tests and the
DO Engineering developed 3rd seat passed with flying colors.
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Picture of the stress test of the 3rd seat design according the European regulations

Because of the high time pressure on the project, DO Engineering also delivered the first couple of
production series that were later successfully transferred to the Scania factory

Picture of a finished build of the 3rd seat into the Scania cab
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Project Bird lamp
For Moooi, a Dutch design company, Umut Yamac designed the beautiful Perch lamp. The concept
is an abstraction of a bird, made out of synthetic paper. It can be applied in several different
configurations. The bird itself is made of synthetic paper folded over a metal frame with specifically
developed LED unit creating a soft glow, to create a unique eye catcher.
With prototypes folded by hand and launched at several shows, interest in this unique design was
huge. The next step was to make this design ready for production. DO Engineering was hired to
come up with a design to fold the paper and further tools to assemble the Perch Light.

Product pictures of the Perch Light in several configurations
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DO Engineering came up with clever solutions to fold the body of the bird, assemble the parts onto
the frame and to glue the paper together. Also, we were able to help Moooi with making small
changes to their design to optimize the design for production.

3D design for the folding of the bird body
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3D design for the folding of the tail of the bird complete with tools for gluing

3D design for a positioning tool
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Project restoration stand Porsche 911
A customer was in need of a stand for the restoration of a classic Porsche 911. DO Engineering
developed a restoration stand that allows you to rotate and fix the body in many positions to get the
proper access to the car body. Also, the whole body can be lifted up and brought back down again.
The stand can support the total weight of the car so that the car can be put back together again and
set back onto it’s wheels for the finishing touches.

3D design of the restoration stand
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3D design of the restoration stand, detail

Complete 3D FEM analyses of the frame design, detailed view
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Restoration stand with mounted Porsche 911 body
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